Detection, Localization, and Quantification of Damage in Structures via Artificial Neural Networks
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This paper presents a structural health monitoring method based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) capable of detecting, locating, and quantifying damage in a single stage. The proposed framework employs a supervised neural network model that uses input factors calculated by modal parameters (natural frequencies or mode shapes), and output factors that represent the damage situation of elements or regions in a structural system. Unlike many papers in the literature that test damage detection methods only in numerical examples or simple experimental tests, this work also assesses the presented method in a real structure showing that it has potential for applications in real practical situations. Three different cases are evaluated through the methodology: numerical simulations, an experimental lab structure, and a real bridge. Initially, a cantilever beam and a 10-bar truss were numerically analyzed under ambient vibrations with different damage scenarios and noise levels. Afterward, the method is assessed in an experimental beam structure and in the Z24 bridge benchmark. The numerical simulations showed that the methodology is promising for identifying, locating, and quantifying single and multiple damages in a single stage, even with noise in the acceleration signals and changes in the first vibration mode of 0.015%. In addition, the Z24 bridge study confirmed that the damage detection method can localize damage in real civil structures considering only natural frequencies in the input factors, despite a mean difference of 4.08% between the frequencies in the healthy and damaged conditions.

1. Introduction

The presence of damage in civil structures, whether caused by natural deterioration processes or extreme events, can lead to their collapse causing accidents. Therefore, it is necessary to continuously monitor structures aimed at the user’s safety and structural reliability. In this context, structural health monitoring (SHM) has become relevant in engineering for its perennial surveillance and analysis of systems. The term SHM is linked to vibration-based methods that involve observing the structure over time using the system’s dynamic responses (displacements, velocities, and accelerations), with the structural condition being determined by damage-sensitive features. These properties include natural frequencies, frequency response function, mode shapes, mode shapes curvature, modal strain energy, and flexibility matrix (Ren et al. [1]).
Through the damage-sensitive features obtained over the useful life of the structure, several methods of damage detection can be employed according to the type of construction and its function. For instance, methods based on changes in modal parameters (Salawu [2], Allemang and Brown [3], Curadelli et al. [4]), modal parameter derivatives (Pandey et al. [5], Abdel Wahab and De Roeck [6], Cornwell et al. [7]), modal flexibility (Bernal [8], Miguel et al. [9]), Bayesian probabilistic inference (Sohn and Law [10], Zheng et al. [11]), wavelet transform (Liew and Wang [12], Altammar et al. [13]), matrix updating (Fadel Miguel et al. [14–16], Monteiro [17]), artificial neural network (ANN) (Wu et al. [18], Mehrjoo et al. [19]), and combination of techniques (Srinivas et al. [20], Shih et al. [21], Garcia-Perez et al. [22], Tran-Ngoc et al. [23]). State-of-the-art reviews on structural damage detection methods are presented by Doebbling et al. [24], Fan and Qiao [25], and An et al. [26].

As damage detection methods generally use the comparison of information with the values obtained in the healthy condition (reference scenario), a methodology has better predictive capabilities when using physical parameters in the assessment process, such as numerical models. When a finite element (FE) model effectively represents the structure’s dynamic properties, it can be adopted along with other techniques to identify damage. In this way, model-based and physics-informed methods have been deeply used in SHM employing machine learning (ML) algorithms, such as ANNs (Villalba and Laier [27]), support vector machines (Salakhordesh et al. [28]), and decision trees (Mariniello et al. [29]).

The approaches using the pattern recognition aspect within the ML discipline can predict and classify damage scenarios by interpolating relationships between data. Damage detection methods that use neural networks depend on the relations between input and output, in which a damaged state is estimated according to a set of damage-sensitive features that can be generated through a calibrated FE model or a hybrid approach (numerical and experimental data). For example, the first five natural frequencies of the structure or a set of wavelet coefficients can be used as input data to obtain damage location index as outputs (Farrar and Worden [30]).

According to Rytter [31], damage detection methods are classified into four levels: (1) damage detection, (2) damage localization, (3) damage quantification, and (4) prediction of the remaining service life of the structure. The methods available in the literature fall under levels 1 to 3, while level 4 is considered part of the structural assessment. However, there is still no widely accepted methodology for any structure or even any type of damage.

Generally, damage detection methods based on ANN do not achieve all Rytter’s three levels (Hekmati Athar et al. [32]: level 1, Weinstein et al. [33]: levels 1 and 2, Xie et al. [34]: levels 1 and 2, Bisheh et al. [35]: level 1), or the authors propose multistage approaches to complete the three tasks (Malekjafarian et al. [36]: 2-stage method, Nick et al. [37]: 2-stage method). Detection typically involves identifying whether damage is present, followed by separate steps to locate the damage and quantify its severity. This fragmented approach may not fully capitalize on the relationship among these tasks, potentially resulting in suboptimal overall performance. Thus, a significant gap remains in approaches that seamlessly integrate the three critical tasks in a single stage.

In this context, this paper presents a framework for detecting, locating, and quantifying damage in structures via ANNs using natural frequencies and mode shapes identified from the responses to ambient excitation in a single stage. The main contribution of this work is a methodology easily applied to different structures using numerical data through a physics-informed neural network. A supervised learning algorithm is employed with input and output factors to represent the structure’s modal properties and damage states, respectively.

Unlike many papers in the literature that test damage detection methods only in numerical examples or simple experimental tests, this work also evaluated the presented framework in a real structure, the Z24 bridge, showing that it has potential for applications in real practical situations. The proposed method is not only able to detect single and multiple damages but is also able to satisfactorily locate and quantify them, which is crucial to data-driven decision-making.

Three main steps are used to illustrate the presented framework in different structural applications: (1) numerical simulation of damage scenarios in two structures under ambient vibrations with different noise levels; (2) validation of the methodology through experimental testing in a lab system; and (3) application of the methodology in the Z24 bridge, a real benchmark structure. Thus, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the vibration-based damage detection method via artificial neural networks, Section 3 illustrates the numerical examples, Section 4 studies the experimental system, Section 5 presents the analysis of the Z24 bridge, and Section 6 presents the conclusions.

## 2. Damage Detection Method via Artificial Neural Networks

The damage detection method via neural networks presented in this paper builds a model that provides a relationship between modal parameters (input data) and structural properties (output data). This relationship between the data of a system is determined through a training process inspired by the structure and operation of the human brain. In this way, artificial neural networks try to reproduce human behaviors of learning, association, generalization, and abstraction. The interconnected processing elements (artificial neurons) perform simple operations and transmit their results to neighboring individuals.

An artificial neuron $j$ has a set of inputs $S_j$ (dendrites) and an output $S_j$ (axon). The connections (synapses) formed between neurons have numerical values representing the strength of each bond. These values are called synaptic weights ($w_j$) and are used to store knowledge. With the formation of the neural network model, different input data are applied to each neuron, and these values are weighted by the weight of each synapse, as shown in Figure 1.
If the activity of a neuron reaches a certain value of the activation function \( f \), the neuron propagates the received signal along the axon. The sum of the \( m \) inputs weighted by the respective synaptic weights adding a bias term \( \theta_j \) defines the activation state:

\[
S_j = f \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_i w_i + \theta_j \right).
\]

Each ANN can assume a different architecture according to its neuron’s organization. The distribution of processing elements occurs in layers consisting of an input layer, an output layer, and one or more hidden layers. Thus, the number of existing layers and the number of elements in each form the architecture of a neural network.

The learning process can be divided into two algorithms: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. The learning algorithm is supervised when the training generates its results by labels of each set; i.e., there is a correct answer. However, when the input data are not linked with pre-established labels, the algorithm is unsupervised. While supervised learning applied in damage detection methods requires data from all possible damage scenarios, unsupervised learning only needs data from the system’s normal condition (reference scenario). However, according to Farrar and Worden [30], it is not possible to diagnose damage scenarios beyond level 2 (location) in unsupervised learning. Therefore, in this work, supervised learning was used.

The training dataset for neural networks was obtained through numerical models, with the input data linked to the structural condition by identification, location, or quantification labels (output data). The database of each system was divided as follows: 70% for training, 20% for validation, and 10% for testing.

The input factors (IFs) were based on natural frequencies or mode shapes to detect damage by the ANN model. These modal parameters can capture essential characteristics of a dynamic system using a few input features. The resulting reduction in dimensionality can significantly improve computational efficiency and model training speed, making it advantageous for practical applications and large-scale structures. In addition, the method employed normalized modal parameters because normalization enhances the consistency and comparability of the input data across various structural conditions. By transforming raw modal parameters into a standardized format, the model becomes highly effective in capturing the structural variations.

In this paper, the first type of IF derives from calculating normalized natural frequencies. Multiple vibrational modes are employed to provide diverse information to the network, given that higher modes are more sensitive to damage. Each input factor \( j \) (IF\(_j\)) was computed through the value of each frequency \( j \) in the damaged condition (\( \omega_{jd} \)) and the respective frequency \( j \) in the healthy condition (\( \omega_{jh} \)), according to equation (2). However, the maximum number of vibrational modes in the input dataset depends on the conformity of the structure with the FE model and the performance of the system identification method.

\[
IF_j = \frac{\omega_{jh} - \omega_{jd}}{\omega_{jh}}
\]

The second type of IF originates from normalized mode shapes, with the largest displacement value set to 1. This modal parameter provides spatial information about the structural system, leading to the adoption of only the first vibrational mode. Moreover, only the degrees of freedom referring to the predominant displacements of the structure were considered, as most of the structural information resides in these points.

The outputs were chosen to simulate the stiffness reduction caused by the damage in each element or region \( i \) of a structural system. Therefore, an output factor (OF\(_i\)) was arbitrated ranging from 0 to 1, where 1 signifies no damage, and 0 means that the element loses its stiffness completely. As the neural network model does not have a way to limit output values, depending on the dataset and the ANN training process and architecture, the stiffness reduction factor obtained for each element can be slightly less than zero or greater than one. In this way, a process of trial and error was executed pursuing the best hyperparameters related to network structure for each system.

Figure 2 exemplifies possible output factors obtained from different input factors. The system illustrated has three input factors (e.g., the first three natural frequencies) and five elements as output factors. There are two scenarios: (i) the healthy scenario and (ii) the damage scenario, where it is introduced 20% of stiffness reduction in element 4 (OF\(_4\) = 0.8).
Among the existing network topologies, it was chosen to work with the feedforward network. In this type of neural network, the flow of information processing occurs only towards the outputs; that is, there is no return of signals to the previous layers. The networks were implemented through the feedforwardnet function of MATLAB [38]. The hyperparameters related to the training algorithm were fixed as 1000 epochs, $1 \times 10^{-7}$ stopping criterion based on the MSE goal, 10 maximum validation failures, and $1 \times 10^{-7}$ minimum performance gradient. In addition, the activation function for the hidden layers and the output layer were, respectively, hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function and linear transfer function.

Figure 3 summarizes the framework for detecting damage in structures via ANNs. Initially, experimental and numerical responses to ambient excitation (acceleration signals) are used to identify the modal parameters through stochastic system identification, generating the numerical training data and experimental testing data. Next, the neural network is trained with the numerical dataset (input and output factors). Finally, the damage is detected, localized, and quantified with the experimental dataset.

3. Numerical Examples

To test the effectiveness of the damage detection method presented, experimental tests of a cantilever beam and a 10-bar plane truss were numerically simulated using matrix structural analysis. These structures were chosen to compare the results already obtained by other authors.

The ambient vibration was simulated by white Gaussian noise. Then, the system responses in accelerations were calculated by the Newmark method with an integration time-step of 0.005 s. The presence of noise in the signals to reproduce experimental conditions was also simulated by the white Gaussian noise. It was considered sensors placed at all the structure’s vertical nodes because of the data availability. Finally, the data-driven stochastic subspace identification (SSI-DATA) technique (Peeters [39]) was implemented to obtain the modal parameters for the damage detection methods.

3.1. Cantilever Beam. The first system analyzed was a metallic cantilever beam 750 mm long with a square box cross-section with an external dimension of 25.4 mm and a wall thickness equal to 1 mm. The structure studied experimentally by Kaminski and Riera [40] was modeled with 25 Timoshenko beam elements, according to Figure 4. The specific weight, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and Timoshenko shear factor are, respectively, 28 kN/m³, 68.6 GPa, 0.3, and 0.5. In addition, a concentrated mass of 18.2 g was added to all degrees of freedom to represent the presence of accelerometers in the experimental tests. To create the damping matrix, a damping ratio of 1% was considered in the first and fifth vibration modes.

As damage scenarios, the three cases studied by Zeni [41] were adopted: (1) element 20 with 20% stiffness reduction; (2) element 8 with 30% stiffness reduction; and (3) elements 5 and 12 with 50% and 30% stiffness reduction, respectively. The first two scenarios are present in Miguel et al. [15] and Fadel Miguel et al. [14]. The three studies mentioned used damage detection methods based on matrix updating using the backtracking search algorithm, harmony search algorithm, and hybrid Nelder–Mead algorithm, respectively.

The noise levels adopted in the acceleration signals were 3% and 5%. The respective natural frequencies obtained by the finite element model and through the stochastic system identification are in Tables 1 and 2.

The first two frequencies identified by the SSI-DATA method, in both noise situations, are close to the original values of the FE model. However, the value of the third frequency presents an error of around 10% because the system responses did not have enough contribution from the highest frequencies under the action of the white Gaussian noise. Therefore, damage detection was performed only with data from the first three vibration modes of the structure.

In training the neural networks, the first mode shape was used as input data, considering only the vertical degrees of freedom. As output data, the 25 elements of the system were adopted. The creation of the training set included single and multiple damage cases with two damaged elements. In these scenarios, the stiffness reduction variations in each element were from 10% to 60% in 10% intervals. Thus, a total of 1800 cases of multiple damage ($6 \times (25! / (2! \times 23!))$) and 150 cases of single damage ($6 \times 25$) were obtained, totaling 1950 datasets.

After some tests of network architecture, it has opted for only one hidden layer with 25 neurons. The regression line is presented in Figure 5(a), comparing the model’s predictions with the true labels of the dataset with a 10% tolerance limit of damage intensity, and Figure 5(b) indicates the mean squared error loss for the training and validation. Furthermore, Figures 6 and 7 show the results generated by the neural network for the three scenarios according to the applied noise levels.

The method efficiently identified and located the damage in the cantilever beam case. The quantification in the three scenarios was correct but with discrepancies up to 6.06%.
However, the damage values estimated by the ANNs were close to the exact values in both noise cases. The ANN had a similar performance in damage detection compared to the results presented by Zeni [41] and Miguel et al. [15] with methods based on matrix updating.

3.2. 10-Bar Plane Truss. The second structure analyzed was a 10-bar plane truss (Figure 8) studied by Begambre and Laier [42] and Fadel Miguel et al. [14]. All elements have a specific mass of 7700 kg/m³, Young’s modulus of 195 GPa, a moment of inertia of $3 \times 10^{-8} m^4$, and a cross-section of $4.2 \times 10^{-4} m^2$. The damping ratio was assumed to be 1% in the 1st and 3rd vibration modes.

To compare with the results obtained by Begambre and Laier [42] and Fadel Miguel et al. [14], the scenario of 15% stiffness reduction in bars 2 and 8 was analyzed. Both authors used a hybrid optimization approach: Begambre and Laier [42] used the PSO and Simplex algorithms, and Fadel Miguel et al. [14] employed a hybrid Nelder–Mead algorithm. Following these works, a noise of 3% was adopted in the acceleration signals of the healthy and damaged scenarios.

Table 3 presents the natural frequencies obtained by the finite element model and the stochastic system identification. In the neural network training, the input data were the first mode shape (8 degrees of freedom), and the outputs were the structure bars. A training set was created from the FE model with single damage cases and multiple damage cases with two damaged elements. In these scenarios, the variations of stiffness reduction in each element were from 10% to 70% in 5% intervals. Thus, a total of 585 cases of multiple damage ($13 \times (10!/((2! \times 8!))$) and 130 cases of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>FE model</th>
<th>SSI-DATA (3% noise)</th>
<th>SSI-DATA (5% noise)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy scenario</td>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>164.3250</td>
<td>163.8733</td>
<td>163.7602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>450.9722</td>
<td>447.0483</td>
<td>445.1953</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5: Numerical beam model: (a) regression line and (b) loss function.

Figure 6: Continued.
Figure 6: Numerical beam with 3% noise results: (a) damage scenario 1, (b) damage scenario 2, and (c) damage scenario 3.

Figure 7: Numerical beam with 5% noise results: (a) damage scenario 1, (b) damage scenario 2, and (c) damage scenario 3.
single damage $$(13 \times 10)$$ were obtained, totaling 715 datasets. The network architecture adopted was one hidden layer with 35 neurons. The mean square error of the model during training and the regression line are presented in Figure 9.

The results of the damage detection methodology are shown in Figure 10 and in Table 4 with the solutions obtained by Begambre and Laier [42] and Fadel Miguel et al. [14]. The framework used in this work correctly located and quantified the damage scenario.

### 4. Experimental System

The performance of the damage detection method was also verified in a system through experimental tests of a steel cantilever beam. The tests were carried out in the laboratory of the Applied Mechanics Group of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (GMAP/UFRGS). The steel cantilever beam is 420 mm long, 39.5 mm wide, and 1.2 mm thick (Figure 11(a)). The specific mass, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and Timoshenko shear factor of the beam are 8193.9 kg/m³, 210 GPa, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively. This system was modeled with 28 Timoshenko beam elements (Figure 11(b)) using matrix structural analysis.

Lateral cuts were made in some of the beam elements to represent possible damage. The scenarios analyzed were as follows: (1) width reduction of element 13 to 33 mm; (2) width reduction of element 13 to 18.5 mm; and (3) width reduction of elements 8 and 13 to 17.5 mm and 18.5 mm, respectively. The experimental test was repeated at each progressive damage step.

#### 4.1. Dynamic Tests

The dynamic tests were executed in the healthy condition for later comparison with the damage scenarios by means of accelerometers and the pulse 12 channel Brüel and Kjær type 3560 C acquisition system. As presented in Figure 12, the experimental tests were performed with three accelerometers, and Table 5 describes the properties of these devices. The sensor placement sought effective coverage of the experimental beam’s modal parameters, especially the mode shapes. Therefore, a measurement point was required at the beam’s free end (maximum displacement in the first mode shape) and two more measurement points were distributed equally in the beam’s length.

To determine the modal parameters experimentally, small displacements were given at the beam, i.e., the system was in free vibration (Figure 13). At each stage, the dynamic tests were repeated to acquire the respective accelerograms.

#### 4.2. System Identification

The three accelerograms obtained in each scenario were the input data for the SSI-DATA technique. The first five natural frequencies were accurately determined, as shown in Table 6. The highest difference found was 2.16% at the first natural frequency.

Figure 14 exhibits the mode shapes identified in the healthy scenario with the mode shapes of the numerical model. The fourth and fifth mode shapes could not be determined due to the lack of acquisition points because only three accelerometers were used. However, the first three modal shapes identified have 99.99% correlations with the numerical model, as shown by the modal assurance criterion (MAC) (Abdel Wahab and De Roeck [6]) in Figure 15.

#### 4.3. Damage Detection

In the damage detection method based on neural networks for the case of the steel beam, the input data were the first five natural frequencies, and the outputs were the system’s 28 elements. The training data
included only single damage cases from the FE model. In these scenarios, the variations of stiffness reduction in each element were from 5% to 60% in 5% intervals, totaling 336 datasets $(12 \times 28)$. After some tests of variations in the network architecture, three hidden layers with 5, 14, and 25 components were chosen. The mean square error of the model during training and the regression line are presented in Figure 16.

Figure 17 shows the results generated by the ANN for the three analyzed scenarios. The proposed method presented effective damage localization results in the experimental tests, successfully identifying the damaged elements in all cases. In damage scenario 3, element 7 also displayed a fault state, possibly due to its proximity to the damaged region.

The quantification results for damage detection showed some inaccuracies. However, the training did not include multiple damage cases because a larger database was impairing the network learning process, consequently affecting the generated results.

5. Z24 Bridge

Finally, the proposed damage detection method was applied and verified on a real civil structure used as a benchmark in the scientific community, the Z24 bridge (Switzerland). In this work, a multiple damage case caused by the settlement of one of the system’s piers was analyzed.

The Z24 bridge was selected by the Brite–Euram research project BE-3175, SIMCES (System Identification to Monitor Civil Engineering Structures), as a study object to develop a methodology for structural integrity monitoring. The work...
coordinated by the Catholic University of Leuven (Department of Civil Engineering, Structural Mechanics Section) included monitoring the structure for one year and performing progressive damage tests before the demolition of the bridge in 1998 (Roeck [43]).

This structure was in the Canton of Bern in Switzerland, connecting Koppigen and Utzenstorf, and overpassed Highway A1, which connected the cities of Bern and Zurich. The bridge had three spans and two lanes and was about 60 m long (Figure 18). The two central piers were clamped into the girders, while the two triplets of columns at both ends supported the bridge at the endpoints. All supports were rotated regarding the longitudinal axis of the structure forming a slightly skew bridge (Peeters and De Roeck [44]). The girder was a two-box cell with posttensioned concrete (Figure 19).

In total, 17 progressive damage tests (PDTs) were performed, which are described in detail by Krämer [45], Maeck and De Roeck [46], and Reynders and De Roeck [47]. The PDTs were selected according to the occurrence frequency, based on the number of citations in the literature and the experience of Swiss bridge owners (Roeck [43]). The first set of PDTs considered the foundation settlement of the Koppigen pier. The settlement scenarios were simulated by lowering the pier ($x = 44$ m), which caused several cracks in the girder, as illustrated in Figure 20. Other failure modes of bridge piers and their impact on structures are presented by Govahi et al. [48] and Liu et al. [49], for instance.

In this work, PDT 2 was adopted as the healthy scenario, and the 95 mm settlement of the column (PDT 6) as the damaged scenario.

5.1. System Identification. The modal parameters of the Z24 bridge were identified from the data of the ambient vibration tests, which included nine setups of 15 accelerometers on the deck (2 triaxial, 3 biaxial, and 10 uniaxial), 2 triaxial accelerometers on one of the piers, and 3 reference accelerometers (1 triaxial and 2 uniaxial), totaling 33 records. The sampling frequency and acquisition time were 100 Hz and 655.36 s, respectively. Table 7 presents the identified natural frequencies by the SSI-DATA technique for the healthy and damaged scenarios.

5.2. Finite Element Model Updating. Teughels and De Roeck [50] and Reynders et al. [51] developed the FE model used in this work employing ANSYS APDL [52] with beam elements (BEAM4 and BEAM 44, 6 degrees of freedom per node). The authors modeled the girder with 82 beam elements and the piers, columns, and abutments with 44 beam elements, according to Figure 21. Mass elements were added to represent the cross girders and foundations, considering concentrated translational mass and rotary inertial components.
Figure 13: Node 29 (healthy scenario) of the experimental beam: (a) accelerogram, (b) FFT.

Table 6: Natural frequencies of the experimental beam (Hz).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>FE model Healthy scenario</th>
<th>Healthy scenario</th>
<th>SSI-DATA Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.9341</td>
<td>4.8270</td>
<td>4.8137</td>
<td>4.7989</td>
<td>4.6853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30.5389</td>
<td>29.9510</td>
<td>29.9172</td>
<td>29.5635</td>
<td>29.4792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>85.6315</td>
<td>85.4507</td>
<td>84.8619</td>
<td>84.7127</td>
<td>83.4732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>178.8478</td>
<td>177.6512</td>
<td>176.5049</td>
<td>175.2284</td>
<td>171.8705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>281.9240</td>
<td>277.3123</td>
<td>275.5140</td>
<td>275.4523</td>
<td>273.9630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: Continued.
Initially, Young’s modulus $E_0 = 37.5 \text{GPa}$ and shear modulus $G_0 = 20 \text{GPa}$ were considered. To account for the influence of the soil on the system, spring elements were included around the pillars and at the base of the abutments. The soil stiffness parameters adopted for the springs were $K_{v,p} = 180 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^3$ and $K_{h,p} = 210 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^3$ (under the piers, at $(x) = 14$ and $44 \text{ m}$); $K_{v,c} = K_{h,c} = 100 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^3$ (under the columns, at $(x) = 0$ and $58 \text{ m}$); $K_{v,a} = 180 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^3$ and $K_{h,a} = 200 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^3$ (at the abutments); $K_{v,ac} = K_{h,ac} = 100 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^3$ (around the columns).

This numerical model had the values of Young’s modulus and shear modulus of the bridge girder and soil stiffness parameters updated according to the six natural frequencies identified in the healthy scenario presented in Table 7. This was carried out through a minimization problem using the objective function:

$$\prod \left( \frac{\omega_j^{(\varnothing)}}{\omega_j^{(\varnothing)}} \right) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_m} \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\omega_j^{(\varnothing)}}{\omega_j^{(\varnothing)}} \right)^2,$$

where $\bar{\omega}_j$ is the identified natural frequency of the $j$th mode and $\omega_j$ is the natural frequency of the $j$th mode of the numerical model as a function of the variable $\varnothing$. In this process, 36 variables were updated: 17 Young’s moduli and 17 shear moduli, with the moduli of intermediate elements interpolated from the main elements; the vertical soil stiffness under the piers $K_{v,p}$ and the horizontal stiffness under the abutments $K_{h,a}$.

The difference between the first six experimental frequencies and the updated numerical frequencies was less than 1%, as shown in Table 8. The updated soil stiffness parameters were $K_{v,p} = 147.5 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^3$ and $K_{h,a} = 146.4 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^3$, and the updated bending stiffness ($EI_y$) and torsional stiffness ($GI_x$) parameters in comparison with initial model values are presented in Figure 22.

5.3. Damage Detection. Nine regions of the bridge girder were established (Figure 23) in the updated FE model, aiming to reduce the stiffness reduction factors in the damage detection method. The regions were defined to represent the areas of influence of the piers and abutments in addition to girder partitions.

The damage detection method used the first six natural frequencies as input data and the girder regions as outputs. The training data included single damage cases of the finite element model. In these scenarios, the stiffness reduction variations in each region ranged from 5% to 80% in 5% intervals, totaling 144 datasets ($16 \times 9$). After some
Figure 16: Experimental beam model: (a) regression line and (b) loss function.

Figure 17: Continued.
architecture tests, it was decided to add the numerical and experimental frequency values of the healthy scenario to the training data. Three hidden layers with 5, 18, and 9 neurons were used. The mean square error of the model during training and the regression line are presented in Figure 24. The network solution (output factors) is presented in Figure 25.

In the case of the Z24 bridge, the damage detection method was able to locate the main damaged region (region 7), where the pier settlement and the cracks in the adjacent regions of the girder occurred. Secondary damage regions from cracking in neighboring areas of the pier (regions 6 and 8) were not as easily located, with only region 6 identified. It was not possible to verify the damage levels identified because there was no real quantitative response.

The results showcased in Figure 25 for damage detection and localization demonstrate a superior performance on a global level compared to prior studies. For instance, in the work by Sony et al. [53], the absence of quantitative information related to physics properties within the damage index hindered the ability to infer damage without undertaking a global analysis of each structural component.
across various damage scenarios. Furthermore, in the work by Masciotta et al. [54], satisfactory results were obtained when employing five points within the spectral damage localization index. These points are equivalent to specific regions of the bridge, which was nearly half of what was implemented in this paper.

It must be emphasized that the neural network needs data from the same domain in the training and test dataset to achieve the necessary accuracy. This work used model updating to align the numerical domain and the experimental domain. This process fine-tunes the numerical model using experimental data to reduce their discrepancy.

Another approach to address the divergence between different domains is data preprocessing. The effects of mismatched modal parameters can be minimized by aligning the statistical properties of different datasets, such as mean, variance, and distribution. Alternatively, domain adaptation techniques, a subcategory of transfer learning, can be employed. This approach enables the model to generalize from one domain to another (e.g., numerical simulations to experimental systems) by learning their differences and similarities. This can reduce the strict requirement for domain alignment and alleviate computational problems in large-scale structures.

Table 8: Updated numerical frequencies of the Z24 bridge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vibration mode</th>
<th>FE model</th>
<th>SSI-DATA (Hz)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial (Hz)</td>
<td>Updated (Hz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.52</td>
<td>12.79</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 22: Updating results: (a) bending stiffness distribution and (b) torsional stiffness distribution.
Figure 23: Regions of the Z24 bridge for damage detection.

Figure 24: Z24 bridge model: (a) regression line and (b) loss function.

Figure 25: Damage detection of the Z24 bridge.
6. Conclusions

This paper presented a method for damage detection via artificial neural networks in a single stage using numerical training data. The methodology was applied, compared, and evaluated through numerical simulations (cantilever beam and 10-bar truss) and experimental tests (steel beam and Z24 bridge). In this way, it was possible to evaluate the method’s performance to identify, locate, and quantify the scenarios of single and multiple damages. The results obtained allow drawing the following conclusions:

(1) The ANNs showed promising results in locating and quantifying damage and can be used for practical purposes. In the simulation cases, the method presented similar results to those found by other authors in the literature who used damage detection methods based on matrix updating. Moreover, even with noise in the acceleration signals and changes in the first vibration mode of 0.015% (cantilever beam case), the framework could perform the three damage tasks satisfactorily.

(2) In the experimental lab structure, the methodology proved to be effective in detecting, locating, and quantifying single and multiple damage scenarios with a mean difference of 0.47% and 2.26% between the frequencies in the healthy and damaged conditions, respectively.

(3) In the study of the Z24 bridge, it was possible to verify the method’s effectiveness in detecting and locating damage, proving that the methodology can be used in real civil structures. Additionally, even with an evaluation based only on natural frequencies, the method could estimate the damage caused by the pier settlement, despite a mean difference of 4.08% between the frequencies in the healthy and damaged conditions.

Future work can be carried out investigating ill-conditioning problems that can happen with larger numbers of elements as output factors. As was observed in the Z24 bridge, adopting a few input factors required fewer regions as outputs. Therefore, structures modeled with more elements should be investigated with a different approach. Furthermore, the framework should be extended to accommodate environmental and operational conditions, such as temperature variations and include transfer learning to avoid problems related to mismatched modal parameters.
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